UNIT 11 VOCABULARY

11A Activity 1

all the way the entire distance
cab taxi
change trains to get off one train and onto another train
roller coaster an amusement park ride with open cars that travel quickly along a steep, curved track
stop bus stop or subway stop

11A Activity 2

along from one end of something to the other
block the distance from one street to the next in a city or town
corner the place where two streets meet each other
opposite facing, across from

11B Activity 1

double-decker a bus with two levels
ferry a boat that carries people across water
fine nice
harbor an area of water next to land where the water is calm so boats can be left there
kangaroo an Australian animal with large strong legs for jumping; it carries its babies in a pouch on its front
koala an Australian animal like a small bear that climbs trees and eats leaves
mix combination of different people or things
overlook to have a view of something from above
pass an official document that shows you have already paid for something
play a story performed by actors in a theater
tip a piece of advice

11B Activity 2

art gallery a building where people can look at famous paintings and other types of art
castle a large building built in the past by a king or other important person as protection from an attack
historic monument a building or other large structure built to remind people of an important event or a famous person
lake a large area of water surrounded by land
palace a large, highly decorated house, usually the official home of a king or queen
recommend to suggest that a particular place should be visited, or an action should be taken
river water that flows naturally through a narrow channel of land
scenic viewpoint a place with beautiful views of nature
zoo an area in which wild elephants are kept so that people can look at them